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I am presenting only work which has been done by me in person, with the 

exception thac I was assisted in the field work by Messrs. T.H.Olinger, 

W.A.Callaway, P.P.Phillips, C.Metcalfe and W.G. Warwick. 

  

    
 



  

  

A report of an investigation of a portion of Strouble’s Creek, near 

Slacksburg, Montgomery County, Virginia, for the purpose of locating a reser- 

foir to serve as a source of ice supply for the ¥irginia Polytechnic Institute, 

us a skating pond for the cadets of the Institute and as a possible source of 

yater supoly for the Tuberculosis Batns of the Virginia Agricultural Experiment 

tation, located nearby. 

This report will include a study of the topography of the portion of 

trouble's Creek Valley involved, of the water flow conditions of this stream, 

»f complete designs foe a Hollow Deck and Buttress Type of Reinforced Concrete 

Dam, and cost estimates on the proposition. 

This report will be accompanied by complete topographic map of the 

area involved, the field notes, and comolete“plans for the Hollow Deck and 

Buttress Type of Dam decided on, save that the 36" pipe and control valve for 

the drainage of the reservoir are not shown. 
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IHE METHOD QF PROCERDURE. 

  

   
oe er eful reconnaissance survey of the approximate location desired 

as made, without the use of instruments. This investigation was made for the 

purpose of locating the most satisfactory site for the dam, both from a construc= 

tional point of view and with the desire to avoid any unnecessary damage to the 

land. It was decided thaf the most economical location would be af a point’ 

tout fifty feet above the upper edge of the present pond and with the dam ait 

ight angles to the bed of the stream. Tnis tocafion, it was seen, would give 

-very satisfactory body of wafer, would flood as smal! an area as would be flood 

d by any other location and would cause the least damage to adjacent property. 

ere there occuss a fine outcrop of nearly flat-lying dolomitic limestone, and 

it was found thaf af no point across the valley was this stone more than four 

feet under the surface of the overlying soil. This limestone will give a most 

satisfactory foundaféon on which to place the dam. 

LOCATION AND TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY. 

The next step was the location and topographic survey. The intersec- 

tion of the dam and the line of the bed of the stream was taken at a point 60° 

above the point of entrance of the sfream into the present pond. Apoint 600 

to the south east of the bank of the stream was chosen as Sta. 0+00 of a traverse 

line,run by transit.1400°ft to a point in the field in the rear of Dr. Davidson's 

property and owned by the Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station. This travers 

wascrun with a chain and taking the deflection angles af turning points. ( This 

traverse was originally run 1700°, but on the final location only 1400* of it 

was used. Similarly,in taking the topography contours were run out up to the 

416" contour, but only those up to the 410' contour were used. In plotting the 

topographis map only these latter limits were used. ) With a wye level a pro- 

file was taken af 406%intervals over this traverse line, and the elevations thus 

obtained on which to base the topography. With the wye level and a cloth- wire 

tape the points for two foot contours were obtained, running af approximated 

right angles to the traverse line. These contours were referred to thaf of ££At 

Statioon 0+00, the elevariion of which was assumed af 400" merely for conveniencew 

There were no buildings on this land, nor any other peculiar topographic features 

of any importance. It might be noted,however, thaf although it is not so indi= 

cated on the map, the limestone quarry from which the stone for the concrete is 

to be obtained will be flooded. This quarry is but a small affair, is not of any 

great financial value, and was consequently ignored in making both the survey and 

cosf estimates. :     
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he next step was the taking of borings through the soil along the line of the 

ongitudinal dimension of the dam to find the depth of the solid rock under the & 

urface. inis was done by driving a steel ped with a sledge af the points found 

or each of the contour intervals. Next were taken the necessary stream meas~ 

rements. This was done with a rectangula¢ wier, and a wye level and rod to 

etermine the hieght of water on the wier. The wier was made of a 2" white pine 

aterial. It was made of tnree 12" widths, making its total depth 36". It was 

made of such length thaf the ends projected well into the banks of the stream 

when the wier was in place. The notch was made rectangular, with sharp edges, 

and width, 12", The water face of the wier was carefully covered with oil- 

cloth, which was also allowed to run in a continuous piece upstream for four 

feet; this to ensure as small an amount of leakage as possible. There was practi 

cally no leakage through or under the wier board. A shot was taken with the /¢y 

level on the bottom of the notch, reading on the rod 6.83, A reading was then 

taken on the surface of the water af a point 6" atove the wier board. This bast 

reading was taken a number of times, and an average of the readings thea used for 

determining the height of wafer on the wier. This last average reading was 7.50, 

giving the height of water, h== 0.67%. This completed all of the necessary 

field work. 

pasteninangey OF PROPER HEIGHT OB DAM. 
Ae field notes were fiext plotted up, this giving a means of making £¢¢ 

some computations which would enable a decision as to the advantageous height of 

dam to be made. The plotting was done on a scale of |["=100*, This map was 

carefully inspected, and the determination mate thaf a dam with fits crest at an 

elevafion of 410", with respect to the ground elevetion at Station 0+00 would 

  give the most satisfactory results. A dam of this height will give a fully 

sufficient volume of water for the purposes desired, and will give an area of 

surface of water of approximately 10 Acres. This will under the ordinary wine 

ter temperature conditéons prevailing in this locality give a plentiful supply 

of ice if the proper cate is taken in cutting it, 

DETERMINATION OF TYPE OF DAM. 
It hawing been found thaf there was a smal] aR can quarry near the 

site of the dam, examination of the rock was made and,showed thaf the stone was 

of an excellent character to use for the rock aggregate in a concrete. It was 

found thaf an excellent sand could be secured for a very reasonable price. It 

was, therefore,decided that a hollow Deck and Buttress Type of Reinforced Concret 

dam would not be unreasonably expensive, as compared to some form of timber 

dam, and would be much less expensive than a masonry or massive concrete dam, 

This type was, therefore, decided on. 
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THE DAWe.. 
Although not really @ part of the design of the dam the necessary ex- 

cavation and preparation of the foundation will be considered aft this point, 
The overlying soil is to be entirely removed from all portions of the rock surface 
covered by the dam, and then well cleaned by washing with the flow from a hose, 
The trenches are to be then excarated and finished to as nead plane surfaces as g¢ 
possible, and the resting places for the buttresses are to be made and finished of 
to plane surfaces. This is to be done to avoid as much as_possible the tensile ét 
stresses which will result in the bottom part of the concrete in these trenches 

lif there ate any pronounced irregularities, See note at bettom of page 67 
The dam is to consist of two slabs resting on buttresses and massive 

concrete placed in trenches cut into the stone foundation as described in the prae 
lceding patagraph. The slab forming the wafer face is to have a sfraight line pro 
file. Thatfforminghthe overflow face is to hare a curved face, consisting of a 
parabolic curva af the top and running to a point 5% 6" below the top, there to # 
be joined by a tangent which connects it with a cycloidal curve(radius of gener= 
ating circle = 2383) which continues to the base. This is shown in the accom 
panying plans, This profile for the spillway will give the best results in 
removing the water rapidly and in avoiding scour af the base, The cycloid is to: commence af a point 5.00ft from the base. The dimensions of the buttresses and of the trenches are shown on the plans. The buttresses are to be Spaced |I4* o, EO. Ce Tae dimensions given on the olans are those at the point where the dam . has its greafesf height, and the dimensions af any other point afe to be obtained by considering tha€ fhe base is att the elevation corresponding to this point, and taking the dimensions occuring above a line drawn through the proper elevation pn the plans as given, 

The Back Siab,. 

Pressures, 
e Asstbe thaf fhe wafer exerts a uniform pressure on the whole face g- of 100 #/ sq. ins, which will be a safe maximum for assumption. 

Assume, for concrete, w= 150 #/ ou. ft, 
Assume the back slab as haring a uniform thickness of 6", which is \ Searly true, 

Then; Pressure due to concrefe = IxIx150 x 1/2 = 75 #/ sq.ft. ***"* Then, Total unit Pressuee = 100 + 75 = 175 #/ sq.ft. 
M= 1/8 wi = 1/8 x 14x fox 175 = 51,450 i=-p, 
Assume; f ¢ 600; f 7 15,000; n= 15; d=6"; b = 12", 38 OK 

Taking a lamina 12" wide and 14" long. Udh & Since the slati is ( practically) the reinforvement will be put in both longitudinally and transversely, 

te for the strip, M = 1/2 x 51,450 = 25,725 io, 
For the above assumed values of a he n thé diagram given on page 277 of 

lurneaure and Maurer’s "Principles of Reinforced Concrete Construction" 

RRC SOE i eline, eee ie 
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found thaf, j= 0.86; Kk = 0.42 and p = 0.0075, 

Then A = pbd = 0.0075 x 12 x 6 = 0.27 so.in. of steel 

f =e 4 2 x 25725 =329 #/ so.in. 
c | 0 6bk jd   

12 x 0.42 x 0. 86 x 6° 

This is a very low value for fo, but it would be inadvisable to make d less 
than 6" because in some places it will be decidedly greafer than this. Also 
it must be understood thar if desired in order to reduce the expense a low 

mix of concrete could be used, say a 1:3:6 mix. 

The Gront slab will, then, be made of a slab reinforced with 3/8 " 

round rods spaced 6" cc, with a straight line ‘inner profile and with a profite— 
on the outside formed as described previously. The reinforcement will be plaged - 
both longitudinally and tramsversely. The transverse rods are to be 24" over—ke- 
length. This is to permit of their being buried for 12" in the massive concrefe 
of the base and bent back intothe top of the dam afthe crest. 

The water face sialt. 
peciee ot the fower \/3 of the siab. 

Pressures. 

Max water pressure af base = 8/5 #/ Saaft.s 

Max wafer pressure af top = 582.6 #/ sq= ft. 

Average pressure = 728.8 #/ sq.ft. 

Considering w for concrete = 150 #/ cueft., and taking the average 

thickness of the siab as being = 9"; for concrete w = 9/I2 * 150 = 113 #/ FS 

:, total unit pressure on the section = 728.8 + 113 = 841.8 #/so.ft. 

Taking a lamina 42" wide and 14 ft. long, 

841.8 x 142 x 12 Be W/O Arm | yg erie eee Os = 259,989 i=p. 

8 . 

Since the slat is square the reinforcement will be put in both longitudinally 

and transeversely, 

t. Use M= I/2 x 259989 = 129,995 imp. 

Assume te = 600; te = 15,000;. and n = 15. 

Then from diagram on pe 2773} = 0286; k = 0.42; p = 0.0075, 

And, A= 1/2 pb d= 1/2 x 0.0075 x 12 x 9 = 0.48 say =0.50 sq in of stee      



  

  
  

2\\M 2.x 129995 
Shabana eee

 = 
a * 2 ‘ 2 § 

"e 
12 x 0442 x 0.86 x 9° 38 #/sq.in   

This value of tT, is right high, but is within the permissible limit of 750 #/ 

/SG.1n. There will be no impact stresses on this structure, hence this may. 

be considered as safe. It will be necessady to use a good, rich mix of con= 

crete for this part of the work, say a caretully made |:2:4 mix, and tull ¢Ag 

care must be taken in placing it. 

The lower 1/3 section is, then, to be composed of a slab 10" thick at Zh 

the bottomand 8" ab the top, here to be joined by the middie |/3 siab which 7 

| 
| 

  
4s 8" thick af its bottom. The siaw is to be made of I:2:4 concrete well 

mixed and carefully placed; and with reintorcement consisting ot 9/16" round | 

bars, which, Iggitudinally, atle to be bent up over the buttresses to cate tor 

the negafive bending moments which will occur af these points and for the die 

agonal tension stresses; and the transverse beds atte to be 24" over length, — 

2" of whieh is to project over into each of the paBts above and below the f¢ 

section. ‘All bars are to be spaced 6" ce. 

“Design of the middle 1/3 ofothe slabu 
Pressures, 

Max water pressure att bottom = 582.6 #/sq.ft. 

Max wafer pressure af top = 291.7 #/sq.ft. 

Average pressure = 437.2 #/ sq.ft. 

Considering w for concrete as = 150 #/cu.ft., and taking the arerage thicknes 

of the slab as = 7", w= 7/12 x 150 = 87.5 #/eqg.ft 

t. Total unit pressure on the section = 437.2 + 87.5 = 524.7 #/sa.ft. 

Taking a lamina 12" wide and 14* long, 

M =1/8 wi? = 1/8 x 524.7 x 142 x 12 = 154,262 t—p. 

Since the slab is squarethe reinforcement will be placed both longitudinal ly 

and transversely, hence, take M =I/2 x 154262 = 77,131 i-p. 

Assume f, = 600; f. = 15,000; and n = 15, 

A f mon p.2/7 
SPAY REAM CAA GAAR G8 Ralls ss gated | Lao ead yp OSes, 

A= 1/2) bd = 1/2 x 0.0075 x 12 x 7 = 0.315 say = 0.32 sq in of ££f 

steel. 

2 2M 2s F713 
+. = - = os 2 

Cc px jy dé 12 x 0.42 x 0 86 x 7 
  = 726 #/sq.in. 

This value of f, is high, but is within the limit of #50 #/sq.in. The s 

same mix of conceete and the same care ade to be taken in hee case of this ¢f¢ 

section as for the one previously described. 

       



The middle 1/3 section is, then, to consist of a slab 8" thick at the bottom 
and 6" af the top, here to be joined by the upper I43 section which is 6" 

thick. This section is to be made of the same concrete as. the other slab 
pants, with the same precautions, and with reinforcement to consist of 7/16* 

round rodswhich, longitudinally, are to be bent up over the buttresses as der 

scribed before, and the transverse rods ade to be 24" over length as before.? 

All rods are to be spaced 6" cc, 

Design of the upper |/3 of the slab. 

a Max water pressure ac the bottom = 291.6 #/sa.ft. 
Max wafer pressure aw the top =' 000.00 #/sq. ft. 

Average oressure = 145.8 #/so.ft. 
Considering w for concrete = 159 #/cu.ft., and taking the thickness of 

the slab af 6" over all w= I/2-x 150 = 75 #/sq. ft. 

Thdn, Total unit pressure = 145.8 + 75 = 220.8 #/sq.ft. 
Taking a lamina 12" wide and 14' long, 

M =1/8 wl2 = 1/8 x 220.8 x 14% x 12°= 64,915 inp. 
Since the slab is squade the reinforcement is to be placed both longitud: 

inally and transversely, hence take M = 1/2 x 64915 = 32,458 i-p. 

Assume fo = 600; f, = 15,000; and n =15, 

Then, from diagram on p. 277; j =0.86; k = 0.88 and p = 0.0075. 

Then, A= 1/2 pbd = 1/2 x 0.0075 x 12 x 6 = 0,27, say = 0.30 sqa.ine 
of steel. ' 

bk} de 0 = pen enn 

This value of f, is rather low, and is especially so considering the relative 
ly high values used in the two lower 1/3 sections of the slag. This discrepa 
ancy can be over looked, or can be readily corrected by increasing the thicka 

oF the lower parts |" at all points. Care is to be taken as before in the 

mixind and placing of the concrete in securing a compact homogeneous mass. 

The upper 1/3 section is, thén, to consist of a slab 6" thick from top, : 

to bottom. This section is to be made of the same concrefe and with the ¢4p 
same precautions, and with reinforcement to consist of 7/16" round rods, 

which, longitudinally, axe to be bent up over the buttresses as described’ bes) 
fore, and, transversely the rods ase to be 24" over length as in the case of 
the two lower sections. All roda are to be spaced 6" cc, 

NOTE:- In the bottom of the trenches there is te be placed 1/2" round 
rods, spaced [2" icc, These ade to care for the tensile stresses which will be + i = ; o ie # a - nat = at ns “A Oroduced by irreaularities in the trench surfaces.        



  

The note ai the end of the fisst paragraph on page (4) has reference to t 

these rods. They are mentioned here because they may properly be consid- 

ered under thati part devoted to the reinforced work, The cost of these rods 

will be approximately $200.00 . 

PROTECTIVE COVERING FOR IHE OVERFLOW SURFACE. 
From a line three feet below the crest of the dam to and over the crest 

and on the overflow side to a line three feet below the crest there is to be 

placed over the surface a 1/4" covering of neat cement of a consistency rep- 
resented by 27% of water, to the whole mass of the cement. This is to pro- 
tect the surface from abrasion due to the flow of the water and small art- 

  ticles in suspension. This will be af a cost of atout $0.50 per sq yd. 
There will be about 265 sq.yds, to be so covered, making the total cost of 
thés part of the work = 265 sq.yds @ $0.50 = $135.00 (about) 

| 

; 
SPECIFICATIONS. | 

The Materials. 
The Cement. The cement shall be thai made by the Atlas Port- 

land Cement Company of New York, shall be supplied in paper bags, shall be 
inspected on arrival, andshall then be entirely free from any damaging ef- 
fects due to moisture or other causes. The cement shall be stored in an 
entirely moisture proof room, and removed only as it may be needed for use, 

The Sand. The sand shall be a clean, sharp quattz sand of a 
size retained on a I/16" mesh and passed by a 1/4" mesh. The sand shall be 
entirely free from all matter of a vegetable, clay or calcareous nature, 

The Stone. The stone Shall be that obtained from the dolo— 
mitic limestone quarry neat the site of the dam, It shall be well crushed 
and only thaf accepted which will pass a 2 1/2" mesh and will be retained on 
a 1/2 " mesh revolving screen, af the crusher, In the case of the un- 
reinforced concrefe in the trenches and in the buttresses it may be per-— 
mitted to use sfones not greater than 3 1/2 " in any diameter. Byt care 
shall be taken to see thaf not more than approximafely 10% of stones of 

this size ade allowed in the aggregate, 

TheConcrete. For the reinforced parts of the work the mix 
shall -beiacl=2s4, and for the unreinforced a 1:3:5, The cement and sand 
Shall be thoroughly mixed, dry, and the sfone then added. The whole wil] 
then be mixed wet. Cate shall be taken that a thoroughly homogeneous mass 
is obtained, No moee shall be miged in one batch than can be placed with- 
in twenty minutes after the mixing is completed, No concrete shall be 
mixed in the absence of the Inspector,        



  

The Steel. The sfeel shall be tha supplied by the Cambria Steel Com 

pany, of Johnstown, Pennsylvania, shall be “Structural Steel", capable of 

taking an allowable unit tensile stress of 16,000 #/ sqvin. 

The Lumber for the Forms. ‘The lumber for the forms shall be a medium 

grade of pine. Scrap material from the mills may be used provided it meets 

all requirements. Gaffe shall be taken that no lumber is used which shal] 
have such an excessive number of knots, knot holes or other weaknesses as 

might cause bhe forms to be in any danger of giving way under the reasonable 

strains due to the placing of the concrete. 

No work shall be done in the absence of the Inspector, and the con- 

tractor is to assume full liability in case any such work is done and is then 

jrejected by the Inspector or Engineer in charge of the work, 

;THE WORKMANSHIP. The Inspector will at all times insist on the most care- 

jtul work on all parts of the strueture, with parr-iculad reference to the 

| building of torms, the reuse ot old lumber in torms, the mixing and the plac 

ing ot the concrete. [he Inspector will see thai grear eate is taken -in th 

the placing of the reinforced work, especiaily with-reterence to the plaeing 
around the rods. 

‘THE WATER CONDITION s In THE RESERVOIR. 

These calculations are approximaféons,partly because of methods used 

and pantly because of assumptions made. It is assumed that the land surtace 
falls more than 2' below the 2' contour interval limit below the 400' con- 
tour. This is approximately correct. The acea within any contour |ine wase 
Tound by the use of a polar planimeter. his gives but approximately cor- 

rect results for the arease The volume within any two contours was found 
by multiplying the average of their aneas by the contour interval of 2°. 

The following results were obtained by ths methods and assumptions 
stared above:-- 

. Area within 400' contour = J811Z sq.ft. 
" nt 40g niga me Me ak 84032 t u 

" a" au4 : me [GGG =F. * 

15: “rae La eee 
"Seb itny | ROB te GSI aet ss 
; : 410 . = 394560 "   
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Volume when water is af: 400' contour 9056 Cutts 
" " aE n WF 4g2 " = i\llf00 " * 

n i" " " "404 ft = 346144 " 8 

" i" " tt " 406 it “ 745760 "Hm 

" " " " " 408 tt = 1309280 ". 1 

# 12018656. °"-..4 " it tt " "4 | 0 " 

@ cu.ft. = 7.481 U.S. Gallons. Hence,-- 

" Max capacity of the reservoir = 7.481 x 2018656 14,910,578 gallons, 

With a rectangular wier,- fully contracted, | 12", 2" thick,as previously 

stafed he average value of h.was found = 0/67. 
tstng Benin’ Formula g 3, as given on page 549 of Trautwine's Handbook, 

bl and with the constant, m = 0.41, found on table on p. 554; 

  
O= wi AV? gh. 

= BRO X @ X 0.67 VAX 32.2°X°0. 67 

Q= 1.8 cu.ft./ sec- 

At this tate,of 1.8 cu. ft./ sec., it will take to fill the teservoir to t 

ROO ' Contour;- 0 da. l hr. 33 me: 

462° «8 a ee ee 10 
404 fe Wectsosic ber Paws 
406 : 4" |g lo " 
408 : a7 2 3 Bo. * 
410 ; it j2 9 23 " 31 " 

Approximately, it will take 13 days to fill the reservoir from the flow of 

Strouble's Creek. From information given by residents of the neighbourhood 

it is known thar’: the flow af the time the measurements were taken repre- 

sents about the normal flow. conditions of this stream. 

Using Fanning's Formula, as given on page 27 of Vol. VII of the Cyclo- 

pedia of Civil Engineering issued by the American School of Gorrespondence, 
under flood conditions there will be a flow of 152.9 cu.ft. / sec- 

This is gotten from, 

Q #-------------=-g--<-- = 152.5 

In this formula, 0 = cu.ft. / sec. flowing;. M= Drainage area in 

square miles. : a 

No calculations were made to show times for filling af this rafe of flow, 
it will be the exception rafher than the rule that the reservoir willl “be 

filled by flood flow. 

ee    



  

Emptying of Reservoir. 

3 
Forthe purpose of emptying the reservoir there is to be beilt into 

the base, in a trench excavated in the rock foundation, and filled in around 
with concrete, a 24" cast iron pipe, with a suitable control valve. 

With ths pipe open for full flow it will take about 5 1/2 days to 
empty the reservoir. This is an approximation, the irregulad shape making 
it impossible to calculate this time exactly. 

Thispipe is to be placed ar thad point found to be most conmen- 
ient acter the foundafion is prepared, and will of course be placed af the 
lowest point. | Phe 

THE COST ESTIMATE 

The elements entering into the cosf of such an undertaking as this ade 
of such a nature as to make any other than approximations: possible, The 
main elements of cost ade the following: -- . 

he Excavation and preparation of the foundation. 

cn Concrete work 

a. Unreinforced, 

b. Reinforced, 

azo \ocProtective i covécingy for) thecoverftow surface. 
4, Drainage pape and control valve. 
8. Enginegring and Inspection, 

, Se Land. 
. is Interest and depreciation. 

Each of these elements will now be taken up in some detail, and it wil 
be shown how the estimate of cost Is arrived at, 

J. With out making a much more elaborate survey than the circumstan- 
seemed to warrant it will be impossible to bare exact values as to the amount 
of excavation to be done. It is however estimated that the excacafion and 
preparation of the foundation will not cost more than $ 800.00 

ee Sie cost of the concrete work is found by taking average cost Fig- n 
tres on old jobs and appliiing them "to the case in hand, From figures given H 
ihsTrautwite's SCivtl | Eagémeer!ésPodketbookk it is estimated thax the amerage 
lcost of unreinforced concrete, in. plage, is § 6.00 per CU. yd, 
350 cu.yds. of unreinforced work on this job, @ $ 6. 00 / cu. yd. this gives 
he cost of this part of the work ais $ 2800.00 From the same book Ftous 
ound that the awerage cost for reinforced work is $8.00 per cu.yd, in place, 

and inchiding the cost of forms, labour, materials,etc. There are 375 cu. 
ids. of reinforced work, and this @ $ 8.00 / cu. yd. gives a cost of $ 3759.0 

     

    

   

  
There are 

 



  

  

This makes the total cosf of the concrete $ 6550.00. 

3. The estimate forthe cost of this has already been made on page (8), and 

is there shown to be §$ 135.00 : 

4.: The pipe and valve for draining the reservoir will cost, including the 

maberials and the labour of installation not over $ 50.00 

5. The expenses coming under this head are entirely indeterminate, but it 

is estimated that they will not exceed $ 1000.00 

6. The land affected by this reservoir has an atea of approximately 10 A. 

This land is worth atout $30.00 per acre. This makes the land cosf $3000 

Zz. The estimate as to the interest on first cost and depreciation will 
be epproximafed at $1500.00 

These figures will give a value which is not improbafi y a little too high, 
but they are not far from the true figures, 

. Estimated thusly the cost will be:- 
“Excavation and preparation of foundations..sseseeee 800.00 

Concrete WATUis, Git hic 0. bachied RGM seatakdaot ic 42 6550.00 
Protective covering for overflow surface....seee., 135.00 

braethage pipe and Valvecsisis icicson vbuanereidanets 50.00 
Engineering and inspection...scsscccccncssssececee 1000.00 
LONG edpt eee eOtsi shee dicissisciisedebssdidicezacae 3000.00 

Interest and deprectationsscssscasvcccssicsscneced’ 1800.00 

Total Cech ccdc ceded sdsransrosrancccep  LOOesOO 

The dam and reservoir, complete, will, then, cost about $ 12000.00, 
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